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Our Learning Journey
We have been learning to explain a unit
fraction in relation to shape and have begun
to use this information with unit fractions of
numbers.
We enjoyed the, ”Eye Heroes,” workshop and
now understand the need for looking after
our sight.
In small groups, we completed a large
skeleton jigsaw and found that this was not as
easy as it sounded.
There were wonderful costumes worn on
World Book Day and we enjoyed using the
cat walk and striking poses.

Focus on Learning
Next week:
We will be identifying and recording
vocabulary that is used in Non Fiction
text.
Our maths will continue to focus on
fractions. We will find answers to
simple number relationships.
We will consider how stick figures can
support us in drawing people in action.
We will begin to understand the beliefs
of the Sikh religion.

Star Learner
Well Done to Ava who has been an
enthusiastic learner. She has contributed to
class discussions well using expressive
language. She particularly enjoyed
creating a revolting menu!
Mrs Tuttle and I decided that we
would not enjoy her meal!!!
Reminders to Families

Well Done to Daniel, Dillen and Rosie for winning
the costume competition in Beech Class.

We created a display for our classroom door
that represented, “The Twits.” We used this
book to create a revolting menu and write a
poem that represented, “Anti - Twit Good
Thoughts.”
Thank you to Mrs. Brewer and Mrs.
Newlands for sharing a story with us. We
enjoyed them very much.

All children need to bring in their
reading books and records everyday.
They are checked every morning. When
you read with your child, please sign
their book.
Thank you to everyone who has brought
in their costume. If there is any
problem, please let me know.

